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ABSTRACT



In this paper, simultaneous evolution of morphology and behavior of virtual creatures takes place in a virtual world physically realistic governed by Newtonian physics. The creature’s morphology is built with rigid bodies shaped as capsules, cones, cylinders, parallelepipeds, and spheres, which mass and size may change. The rigid bodies are joined by spherical joints with customizable restrictions on angular limits within a given range in each degree of freedom, so to model any type of rotational joint. Each rigid body has a proprioceptive sensor which measures orientation using quaternions, and also an effector that exerts moments of force on its center of mass. The maximum moment of force that each effector may exert is calculated using the equations for static equilibrium of rigid bodies so to avoid abnormal motion caused by the excess of forces. Regarding behavior, it is modeled by an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) which receives data from all sensors and transmits the amount of moment of force that must be exerted by each effector so to induce motion to the creature. The architecture of the ANN emulates the biological central nervous system by linking the orientation of each rigid body before orchestrating motion. Finally, evolution of morphology and behavior is carried out using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), where each particle encodes the morphology and behavior of one creature. Conducted experiments revealed characteristics that improve performance of virtual creatures, such as: (a) shape, size, and mass of rigid bodies; (b) angular limits of joints; (c) morphological structure; and (d) architecture of the ANN. Furthermore, experiments revealed that evolved virtual creatures outperform those by Miconi and Channon (2005) up to four times in average speed. Keywords: Artificial Life, Virtual Creatures, Particle Swarm Optimization, Artificial Neural Networks, Static Equilibrium of Rigid Bodies
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Introduction



Evolution of morphology and behavior of virtual creatures is about evolving the complete anatomy of each creature (morphology) and its respective control system to induce motion (behavior). It takes place in a virtual world under certain conditions such that morphology and behavior are susceptible to changes that could enhance the virtual creature’s performance within the environment. Any model for evolution of morphology and behavior of virtual creatures should clearly define which parameters are subject to evolution, as well as the following characteristics: • Morphology: (a) the number of rigid bodies each creature may have and whether it is fixed, the shapes that each can adopt, and their respective mass and dimensions; (b) the types of joints and their angular or linear limits; (c) the morphological structure; (d) the maximum force, or moment of force, each effector may exert; and (e) the kind of sensors to be used. • Behavior (a) the nervous system architecture; (b) the modeling technique and configuration; and (c) how it controls effectors. • Evolution (a) the modeling technique and configuration; (b) the representation of morphology and behavior within the modeling technique; (c) the characteristics of the virtual world; and (d) a formal fitness function to evaluate virtual creatures. Several models have been created using different approaches and techniques to achieve evolution of virtual creatures. Even when each of them has made important contributions, there are still ways to improve their results. Precisely, that is the main goal of this research: introduce a new model based novel ideas for modeling morphology and behavior within an evolutionary algorithm that has not yet been used in this particular topic. Morphology is formed by rigid bodies that may be shaped as capsules, cones, cylinders, parallelepipeds, or spheres, and joined by spherical joints with customizable angular limits so to model any type of rotational joint. Each rigid body has a proprioceptive sensor that measures its orientation using quaternions, and also an effector that exerts moments of force on its center of mass. Mass and dimensions may change according to the range observed in mammals within the order Carnivora so these characteristics be rather natural. This order was chosen because it is there where the Acinonyx jubatus (aka Cheetah) belongs. Behavior is modeled by an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) that acts as a central nervous system by linking the orientation of all rigid bodies prior to orchestrating the creature’s motion through effectors. The main advantage of this centralized architecture is that it does not forbids the emergence of coordination of motion, as it would with a tree-like architecture where each body part induces motion based solely on information from adjacent body parts. For example, using a nervous system with a tree-like architecture in a human body, there would be no links to exchange information between non-adjacent body parts (e.g. left and right feet), thereby coordination between them could not be possible. The evolution of virtual creatures is achieved through Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), where each particle encodes the morphology and behavior of a single virtual creature, and the characteristics subject to evolution are: (a) shape, size and mass of rigid bodies; (b) angular limits for each joint and its attachment points; (c) morphological structure that defines 2



which rigid bodies are interconnected; (d) synaptic weights and thresholds of the ANN. The main goal of this evolutionary process is to maximize each virtual creature’s performance which is proportional to the distance it travels in 10 seconds. Experiments are conducted in order to answer the following questions: • What shape of rigid body makes virtual creatures perform better? • Will the evolution of a spherical joint lead to the complete restriction of motion in some of its degrees of freedom? Or will it profit from all three degrees of freedom to achieve a better performance? • Which are the morphological structures that allow virtual creatures achieve a better performance? • In reference to the ANN, is there a significant difference in performance when using a hidden layer? • Can virtual creatures evolved by this model outperform those in Miconi and Channon [6]? Finally, results are presented and analyzed statistically, in order to allow objective and quantitative comparisons with other models. A video is also available at http://sites. google.com/site/jcrada.
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Previous Work



Sims [9] pioneered on simultaneous evolution of morphology and behavior of virtual creatures. In its work, morphology was formed by a variable number of rigid bodies shaped as parallelepipeds that could be joined by several types of customizable joints. Mass and dimensions of each rigid body were not revealed. The morphological structure was represented by directed graphs where each node contained information about a rigid body, and each connection about its placement relative to its parent. The maximum strength of each effector is proportional to the maximum cross sectional area of the two parts it joins. Different sensors were used: joint angle sensors, contact sensors, and photosensors. Behavior was modeled using artificial neurons with predefined functions that determined the amount of force the effectors had to exert. The architecture of the nervous system could become either centralized or tree-like. Finally, most of these characteristics were subject to evolution through genetic algorithms to improve the performance of virtual creatures in terms of distance traveled in activities as swimming, walking, jumping, and following. Miconi and Channon [6] built a model similar to Sims (1994) and was qualified by themselves as the first known replica at the time. Morphology was formed by a variable number of up to 11 rigid bodies shaped as parallelepipeds that could be joined solely by hinge joints. Mass and dimensions were not specified, but there was a positive correlation between mass and volume. The morphological structure was a variant of that presented by Sims (1994). The maximum strength of each effector could be up to 4 Newtons. And only angle joint sensors were used. Behavior was modeled by ANNs with McCullogh-Pitts neurons which
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outputs determined the desired speed an effector should reach using its respective maximum strength. Finally, most of these characteristics were evolved using genetic algorithms with an approach similar to Sims (1994). Lassabe et. al [5] built a model where creature’s performance was measured in different activities like overcoming trenches, climbing stairs, walking irregular terrains, even skating. Chaumont et al. [1] built a model where not only virtual creatures were evolved but catapults as well, and performance was measured proportionally to the distance traveled by the creature or by the block thrown, whichever the case was. Several models have been built so far, but those mentioned above had the most influence in this research.



3 3.1



Virtual Creatures Morphology



Morphology is formed by five rigid bodies, each of which may be shaped as a capsule, cone, cylinder, parallelepiped, or sphere, and its respective mass and dimensions may change within the ranges specified in table 1. These values were obtained from [2] and correspond to the minimum and maximum values observed in mammals within the order Carnivora, particularly within the subfamilies Canidae, Felidae, Hyaenidae, Procyonidae, and Ursidae. In table 1, the value of mass is the result of dividing the creature’s whole mass by five because it is the number of rigid bodies a virtual creature has. Table 1: Mass and Dimensions of Rigid Bodies Characteristic Minimum mass Maximum mass Minimum length Maximum length



Value



Mammal



Subfamily



0.6792505 Kg 34.99694 Kg 0.19498446 m 0.8830799 m



Nasua nasua Ursus maritimus Nasua nasua Panthera leo



Procyonidae Ursidae Procyonidae Felidae



Each rigid body has 22 possible attachment points that change according to the shape adopted, and these are predefined arbitrarily but symmetrically. These attachment points are used to interconnect rigid bodies by means of spherical joints with customizable angular limits that constrain rotation of rigid bodies around axes x, y, and z. The angular limits are set within the range [0.0, π/2] for axes x and z axes, and [0.0, π] for axis y. The angular limit for each axis defines how much rotation in each direction can the joined rigid bodies perform. The morphological structure defines how rigid bodies are interconnected. It is represented by a rooted tree where each node represents a rigid body the creature has, and the edges represent the creature’s joints. All possible combinations are created using the method described in [4], which states that for a tree consisting of 5 nodes there are 14 possible combinations. Finally, each rigid body has an effector capable of exerting moments of force on each rotational degree of freedom. These moments of force are exerted on the center of mass of the rigid body, and the maximum moment that can be exerted is determined by the equation of
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moment of force used for static equilibrium of rigid bodies. The algorithm in table 2 determines the maximum moment of force for each effector in each rigid body for any creature given its morphological structure. It determines the maximum moment of force for each effector in reference to the attachment point where the parent rigid body is attached, hence the effector in the rigid body labeled as root has a null maximum moment of force because it has no parent rigid body. Table 2: Algorithm for Maximum Moment of Force in Effectors for each rigid body x do | x.maxM oment ← 0; end List bodies; for each terminal rigid body v do | RigidBody w ← v; | while w 6= root do | | add w to bodies; | | w ← parent (w) | end | add root to bodies; | Integer i ← |bodies| − 2; | while i ≥ 0 do | | Position attachment_point ← joint(bodies[i] , bodies[i − 1]); | | Position center_of_mass ← bodies[i].centerOfMass; | | Length arm ← euclideanDistance(attachment_point , center_of_mass); | | sum (arm · bodies[i].mass · gravity) to bodies[i].maxM oment; | | Integer j ← i − 1; | | while j ≥ 0 do | | | center_of_mass ← bodies[j].centerOfMass; | | | arm ← euclideanDistance(attachment_point , center_of_mass); | | | sum (arm · bodies[j].mass · gravity) to bodies[i].maxM oment | | | j ← j − 1; | | end; | | i ← i − 1; | end end



3.2



Behavior



Behavior is modeled by an ANN with feedforward connections and neurons which output is passed through a hyperbolic tangent function so the output range be [−1.0, 1.0]. The ANN input is based on quaternions that describe the orientation of rigid bodies (one quaternion each), and after processing the information, the output defines the amount of moment to be exerted by each effector in each degree of freedom. The quaternions used describe orientation according to q = w +xi+yj+zk. Furthermore, 5



p



quaternions are normalized so w2 + x2 + y 2 + z 2 = 1. Hence, values for w, x, y and z can change within the range [−1.0, 1.0]. The input layer has 4n single-input neurons, where 4 are the values used for representing a quaternion (w, x, y, z) and n is the number of rigid bodies the creature has. The input layer distributes all inputs among all neurons within the next layer, be it the hidden layer or the output layer. The hidden layer, when available, has the same number of neurons as the input layer and it is also fully connected with the output layer. The output layer has three neurons (one per axis) for each rigid body, except for the one labeled as root. The outputs determine the amount of moment of force each effector must exert on each axis considering the maximum moment of force calculated for it. Let xi , yi and zi be the outputs of the ANN for effector i, then the moment of force (τ ) it may exert on axes x, y and z is defined in equations 1, 2 and 3, where τmaxi is the maximum moment of force that can be exerted, and it is calculated using the algorithm in table 2. τx = xi · τmaxi τy =



1 10



· yi · τmaxi



τz = zi · τmaxi



(1) (2) (3)



Equation 2 is defined as such because there are no forces opposed to the rigid body’s rotation around y-axis, therefore, it is necessary to exert a moment of force small enough to avoid numerical explosions (term coined by [1]) that lead to abnormal motion, but large enough to 1 make rotation possible. This value was set arbitrarily to 10 of the resulting moment. Finally, experience is distributed among all layers, but centralized such that experience is in only one ANN that orchestrates the creature’s whole behavior. The ANN acts as a central nervous system by linking the orientation of each rigid body, processing the information, and orchestrating motion based on that information.
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Evolution of Virtual Creatures



Evolution of virtual creatures is carried out using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), where each particle encodes the morphology and behavior of one creature. The fitness of each particle is proportional to the euclidean distance traveled by the creature it represents in 10 seconds counted from the moment any rigid body makes physical contact with the ground. The characteristics subject to evolution are: (a) shape, mass and dimensions of each rigid body; (b) angular limits of each joint and the attachment points of the rigid bodies it joins; (c) morphological structure; and (d) all synaptic weights of the ANN and thresholds of each neuron. Table 3 presents the range of values for each characteristic. Regarding the configuration of the PSO, a ring topology is used with k = 2 to cover larger parts of the search space than those covered using a star topology [3]. A linear decreasing inertia where the maximum number of iterations used is 75% of the real maximum, so last iterations are focused on refining solutions. The hyperbolic tangent function is used to clamp velocity in order to reduce the sensitivity of the maximum velocity chosen [3]. The number of iterations was set to 400, considering the amount of computational time required to do so 6



Table 3: Characteristics subject to Evolution Characteristic



Range of Values Morphology



Shape Mass Dimensions (x, y, z) Attachment points Angular limit in x Angular limit in y Angular limit in z Morphological structure



{capsule, cone, cylinder, sphere, parallelepiped} [0.6792505, 34.99694] Kg. [0.19498446, 0.8830799] m. [0, 21] [0.0, π/2] rad [0.0, π] rad [0.0, π/2] rad [0, 13] Behavior



Synaptic weights Thresholds



[−1.0, 1.0] [−1.0, 1.0]



and results from several runs. These characteristics are summarized in table 4. Table 4: Configuration of the Particle Swarm Optimization Parameter



Value



Topology Inertia Velocity clamping Position range Maximum velocity Envy Nostalgia Number of iterations



Ring with k = 2 Linear decreasing [3] tanh [3] [0.0, 100.0) 25.0 2.0 2.0 400



Finally, all virtual creatures are evaluated under the same set of circumstances in an earthlike virtual world governed by Newtonian physics. This virtual world was created using the free open-sourced Bullet Physics Engine available at http://www.bulletphysics. com/.



5 5.1



Experiments Population and Sampling



A population of virtual creatures with the characteristics presented above is defined by all possible combinations of these characteristics for a morphology formed by five rigid bodies. Some of these characteristics may change within a finite range as does shape, attachment points, or morphological structure; but others change within infinite ranges. This is the 7



case of mass, dimensions, angular limits of joints, and others, which range is delimited but infinite because of its fractional part. This condition makes the universe of virtual creatures to be infinite. The sample was formed by 600 virtual creatures randomly selected from a uniform distribution so all virtual creatures have the same probability of being chosen. This sample is divided in two groups, one in which all virtual creatures have an ANN without hidden layers, and another one in which they have an ANN with one hidden layer. Both groups are further divided in ten subgroups of 30 virtual creatures each, and each of these subgroups represents a swarm of 30 particles that is subject to evolution through PSO. The sample size was set considering that there should be more than 100 virtual creatures per group so the sample’s characteristics be close to a normal distribution (Central Limit Theorem) and, therefore, be able to conduct statistical inference [8]. The number of virtual creatures per group was set to 30 because a swarm of 10 to 30 particles has shown to find optimal solutions in a number of empirical studies [3]. Two sets of experiments were conducted, one in which virtual creatures had no hidden layer in their ANN, and the other in which they did have a hidden layer. This is in order to determine if hidden layers in the ANNs affect the performance of virtual creatures.



5.2



Data Collection



Data is collected during evolution of virtual creatures and at the end of it after 400 iterations. During evolution, at each iteration, it is recorded the average distance traveled by the swarm in order to be informed of the swarm’s progress. At the end of evolution, relevant data of each creature is recorded, particularly (a) morphological structure; (b) relative frequency (%) of shape of rigid bodies; (c) angular limits allowed by joints to rigid bodies around axes x, y and z; and (d) mass and volume.



5.3



Data Analysis



Collected data is analyzed respectively to answer the research questions. It is analyzed in the following order: 1. Average Evolution of Virtual Creatures: presents an analysis on the average progress of evolution within each group in terms of average distance traveled by the swarm of virtual creatures vs. iterations of the PSO. 2. Performance of Virtual Creatures: presents a rigurous analysis on the performance of virtual creatures between both groups, hence, answering whether hidden layers in the ANN affect significantly on virtual creatures’ performance. 3. Morphological Structure of Virtual Creatures: presents an analysis on evolution trends regarding the morphological structure of virtual creatures. If morphological structures have an effect on virtual creatures’ performance, evolution will attempt to choose more frequently those which lead to a better performance. 4. Shape of Rigid Bodies: presents an analysis on the shapes of rigid bodies and their frequencies in virtual creatures. As with the morphological structure, those shapes that lead virtual creatures to perform better will be chosen by evolution more often. 8



5. Angular Limits of Joints: presents an analysis on evolution trends regarding the rotational freedom allowed to rigid bodies on each axis, hence, answering if evolution leads to the complete restriction of motion in some or all of its degrees of freedom, or if evolution profits from it to make virtual creatures perform better. 6. Mass and Volume of Virtual Creatures: presents an analysis on evolution trends regarding mass and volume of virtual creatures. 7. Comparison of Models: presents a rigorous analysis on performance of virtual creatures resulting from this model and those from Miconi and Channon [6]. Even when this comparison cannot be done directly because Miconi and Channon [6] used an evaluation period of 100 seconds while in this model only 10 are used, the comparison is based on average speed because maximizing distance traveled over a specific period of time is equivalent to maximizing the average speed. The goal is still the same, but now both models are comparable in equal units.
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Results



From now on, the group of virtual creatures which ANN has no hidden layers will be referred to as group 0, and that of which ANN has one hidden layer will be referred to as group 1.



6.1



Average Evolution of Virtual Creatures



Figures 1 and 2 show the average evolution of all swarms in terms of average distance traveled (in meters) within each iteration.



Figure 1: Average Evolution of Group 0



9



Figure 2: Average Evolution of Group 1 6.1.1



Observations



• Graphs from figures 1 and 2 show that both groups did evolve through time given that there is a positive correlation between the average distance traveled by the average swarm and the iterations of the PSO. • The average evolution of both groups does not present clear differences between them, suggesting that hidden layers might not have a great influence on virtual creatures’ performance. Nevertheless, this subject is further analyzed in the next section.



6.2



Performance of Virtual Creatures



Table 5 shows a summary of performance of both groups considering all virtual creatures within the subgroups, and a boxplot in figure 3 graphically displays this information. Readings are based on the distance traveled by virtual creatures in 10 seconds, and are measured in meters. Table 5: Summary of Performance of Virtual Creatures Group 0 1



6.2.1



Minimum



1st Quartile



Median



Mean



3rd Quartile



Maximum



0.975 4.565



42.30 41.64



57.00 57.43



58.20 58.43



73.30 74.27



119.00 128.30



Observations



• The boxplot reveals that there are no important differences between the performance of virtual creatures from groups 0 and 1. The median distance traveled by virtual 10



Figure 3: Boxplot of Performance of Virtual Creatures creatures from group 1 is slightly higher (57.43 m) than that from group 0 (57.0 m). • Judging by the interquartile range (IQR), 50% of virtual creatures from group 0 travel between 42.3 and 73.3 m, while that from group 1 travels between 41.64 y 74.27 m. This reveals that 50% of virtual creatures within the IQR of group 0 are a bit more homogeneous (31.0) than that of group 1 (32.63). • Group 1 have one outlier (128.30) that slightly increases the mean for this group. 6.2.2



Hypothesis Testing



According to the descriptive statistics presented above, there are small differences regarding performance between virtual creatures of both groups. In order to determine if these differences are statistically significant, a t-test for independent samples is used for testing the null and alternative hypothesis, respectively: Ho : µ0 = µ1 , and Ha : µ0 6= µ1 . The Shapiro–Wilk’s hypothesis test revealed that both groups are normally distributed, p0 = 0.4735 and p1 = 0.1265. The Levene’s test suggested that both groups are homogeneous with respect to variation, p = 0.475. These tests confirm the assumptions required to perform the t-test, which results are shown in table 6. Table 6: t-test on Performance of Virtual Creatures t-test for Equality of Means



Performance



t −.122



df 598



Sig. .903



∆µ −.23290081



11



SEx¯ 1.90419526



95% CI for ∆µ Lower Upper −3.97262 3.506822



6.2.3



Observations



• Results from the t-test for independent samples do not provide enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis because Sig. = 0.903 does not make a difference statistically significant (Sig. 6< 0.05). Therefore, performance of virtual creatures is not affected significantly by the presence of a hidden layer in the ANN. • The 95% confidence interval for µ0 − µ1 was found to be (−3.97262, 3.506822), which suggests that both means are equal with an error no more than ±4 meters: µ0 = µ1 ± 4. • Even when both groups are not significantly different in terms of performance, there are important differences in terms of computational usage. Group 0 requires less computational memory and less processing given that its nervous system has 20 neurons less. For this reason, group 0 is better than group 1 and, therefore, results from now on are in reference to group 0.



6.3



Morphological Structure of Virtual Creatures



Figure 4 presents all morphological structures and their respective index. Table 7 shows percentage values of frequency for each morphological structure. These values are sorted in descending order and graphed in figure 5.



Figure 4: Morphological Structures



Table 7: Preferences for Morphological Structures



6.3.1



Index Frequency (%)



0 5.33



1 0.00



2 0.33



3 2.33



4 5.00



5 8.00



6 44.33



Index Frequency (%)



7 27.00



8 3.00



9 0.66



10 2.00



11 2.00



12 0.00



13 0.00



Observations



The pattern observed among preferred morphological structures: indexes 6, 7, 5, 0, and 4, is that they all have the root node the farthest away from the rest. This might be due to the null forces exerted by the effector at the rigid body labeled as root, which do not contribute to the 12



Figure 5: Preferences for Morphological Structures creature’s motion but could rather hinder performance of other rigid bodies. Although this is only a conjecture, it is reinforced by observations in which mass of rigid bodies labeled as root was significantly lower than the average of non-root rigid bodies.



6.4



Shape of Rigid Bodies



Table 8 presents the average frequency of shapes of rigid bodies in group 0, where it can be clearly observed that the shape which best influences performance of virtual creatures is the capsule. In second place are the spheres with a slight difference with respect to cones, which are in the third place. The shapes that do not have an influence as good as the previous three are parallelepipeds and cylinders, which occupy fourth and fifth place, respectively. Table 8: Frequency of Shapes of Rigid Bodies Shape Frequency (%)



6.5



Capsules 31.26



Spheres 21.00



Cones 18.53



Parallelepipeds 18.20



Cylinders 11.00



Angular Limits of Joints



Figures 6, 7 and 8 are density histograms for the angular limits of joints which allow rotational freedom to the rigid bodies they join. 6.5.1



Observations



• Histograms show symmetric distributions with data centered about half the allowed range for each axis: π/4 out of [0.0, π/2] for the x and z axes, and π/2 out of [0.0, π] for the y axis. This reveals that evolution does not tend to block rotation completely 13



Figure 6: Density Histogram of Angular Limits of Joints in axis x



Figure 7: Density Histogram of Angular Limits of Joints in axis y around the axes nor does it tend to allow a completely free rotation, but rather it tends to control moderately the angular limits of joints. • Histograms also show important frequencies at extreme values of ranges in all axes. Although not as important as about the center, it is quite high considering a normal distribution. Nevertheless, histograms showed no outliners.



6.6



Mass and Volume of Virtual Creatures



Table 9 presents the summary for group 0 regarding mass and volume measured in kilograms and cubic meters, respectively.



14



Figure 8: Density Histogram of Angular Limits of Joints in axis z Table 9: Summary of Mass and Volume of Virtual Creatures Minimum



1st Quartile



Median



Mean



3rd Quartile



Maximum



50.58 0.3467



75.44 0.6777



85.30 0.8880



85.34 0.9250



94.45 1.1440



Mass Volume 6.6.1



138.40 1.9450



Observations



• The allowed range in which mass could be is [3.39625, 174.9846] Kg, which matches the mass of mammals Nasua nasua and Ursus maritimus [2], respectively. Therefore, it can be seen that this distribution is centered around 50% of the allowed range, specifically at 89.19 Kg. • Volume, on the other hand, may change within [0.009703728, 4.507219] m3 . These are the lowest and highest values for a virtual creature’s volume considering that the creature be formed exclusively by cones or capsules (lowest and highest, respectively). The highest value observed is 1.9450 m3 which corresponds to the 43.03% of the allowed range, so virtual creatures subject to evolution tend to be small in general. Furthermore, the average volume is µ0 = 0.9250 which corresponds to 20.35% of the allowed range, reinforcing the tendency of evolution toward smaller creatures.



6.7



Comparison of Models



Table 10 presents the summary of results obtained by Miconi and Channon [6] and those by group 0, from now on MC and RV, respectively. Both results are based on average speed measured in meters per second, resulting from the equation v = d/t, substituting time according to the model: 100 seconds for MC, and 10 seconds for RV.
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Table 10: Summary of Models Model



Minimum



1st Quartile



Median



Mean



3rd Quartile



Maximum



MC RV



0.650 0.0975



0.975 4.2280



1.312 5.6960



1.436 5.8200



2.059 7.3320



2.375 11.9100



Figure 9: Comparison of Models 6.7.1



Observations



• The relationship between the mean of MC (1.436) and RV (5.8200) is of µrva /µmc = 4.052925, meaning that the average virtual creature from RV outperform that from MC up to four times. • The median from MC states that 50% of virtual creatures reach average speeds greater than 1.312 m s−1 , while 50% from RV reach average speeds greater than 5.6960 m s−1 . It can be observed that the top 50% virtual creatures from RV are at least four times faster than the bottom 50% of MC. • It should be noted that the first quartile from RV is higher than the third quartile from MC, also higher than the maximum value found in MC, from which can be concluded that 75% of virtual creatures produced by RV outperform those produced by MC. 6.7.2



Hypothesis Testing



According to the descriptive statistics presented above, there is an important difference regarding average speed reached by virtual creatures from both models. In order to determine the significance of this difference, a hypothesis testing is carried out using a one sample ttest to compare the mean of the group 0 of virtual creatures against a hypothetical mean from Miconi and Channon [6]. The hypothetical mean chosen to represent that of Miconi 16



and Channon corresponds to the highest average speed reached by their virtual creatures (2.375 m s−1 ), being this an optimistic mean regarding their model. Hence, the null and alternative hypothesis are presented below, and table 11 shows the results obtained from the one sample t-test. Ha : µrv 6= 2.375



Ho : µrv = 2.375



Table 11: Results from One Sample t-test Test value = 2.375



Average Speed



6.7.3



t 26.124



df 299



Sig. .000



∆µ 3.4449858



99% CI for ∆µ Lower Upper 3.103123 3.786848



Observations



• Results from table 11 provides enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis Ho : µrv = 2.375 because Sig. = 0.000 makes a difference statistically significant (Sig. < 0.05). Therefore, results from RV are not only significantly different, but also outperform results from MC in terms of average speed and, consequently, in terms of distance traveled. • There is a 99% chance that the population mean from RV be between 3.10 and 3.78 m s−1 faster than the optimistic mean from MC. It should be noted that the range is strictly positive, which shows that µrv is definitely faster than 2.375 m s−1 .
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Future Work



Several ideas come to mind when thinking of enhancing this work. These ideas emerge from experience gained throughout this work and from reviewing previous models for evolving morphology and behavior of virtual creatures.



7.1



Evolution • The evolutionary algorithm for evolving virtual creatures could further be improved by adding a greater diversity in solutions through niching techniques because this is a rather complex problem that could have many global optima at very different spots within the search space, and addressing it through a unimodal approach might rule out several important solutions. • The addition of new shapes for rigid bodies justifies the replication of previous works in order to determine which are the shapes that make virtual creatures achieve a better performance in different environments such as aerial or aquatic ones, and in different tasks such as jumping, walking straight, climbing stairs, and others.
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• Perform experiments with different parameters of PSO in order to determine which configuration leads to better results. For example, using a Von Neumann topology has shown in previous works to achieve better results in several optimization problems [3].



7.2



Morphology • The number of rigid bodies should not be fixed, but rather variable so a greater diversity of virtual creatures emerge. Furthermore, to determine whether the number of rigid bodies has any influence on virtual creature’s performance. • Correlate the volume of rigid bodies to its mass so it has a greater biological coherence, since in nature it can be observed that bigger animals also tend to be heavier. • Analyze the characteristics of rigid bodies individually to determine how evolution favors each with regards to mass, volume and shape. For example, it was observed that the mass and volume of root rigid bodies were significantly lower than the average mass and volume of non-root rigid bodies. An analysis on the characteristics of each joint might also reveal interesting patterns.



7.3



Behavior • Location sensors along with orientation ones might help virtual creatures’ nervous system to coordinate motion better given that it would count with more information to perform a better generalization. • Evolve the architecture of the ANN to determine what configuration leads virtual creatures to a better performance.



8



Conclusions



Considering a model based on swarm intelligence and ANNs with the characteristics previously described, evolution of morphology and behavior of virtual creatures in a virtual world governed by Newtonian physics tends to develop virtual creatures with the following characteristics: • Ability to travel 58 meters in 10 seconds, which means that the average creature may reach an average speed of 20.88 km h−1 . • A biped anatomy where three rigid bodies are linked as a chain, and two more at the end which seem as legs. • A morphological composition of 31.26% capsules, 21.00% spheres, 18.53% cones, 18.20% parallelepipeds, and 11.00% cylinders. • An average rotation of rigid bodies around axes x, y and z with the following angular limits (in radians): θx = 0.8446, θy = 1.5344, y θz = 0.8043. • A mass of 85.34 kg and a volume of 0.9250 m3 . 18



Characteristics previously described correspond to the average creature from group 0 (no hidden layers in ANN) because this group is better than group 1 (one hidden layer in ANN) considering that there are no differences in terms of performance of virtual creatures, but there are in terms of computational cost since group 0 has less neurons, therefore requiring less computational memory and less processing. The morphological structures that represent the different anatomies of virtual creatures were ranked by evolution in terms of performance, favoring biped anatomies. This could be because the effector within the rigid body that represents the root node in the morphological structure is not able to exert forces nor moments of force around any axes, not contributing much to the virtual creature’s motion; rather, it could hinder global motion. However, this is just a conjecture based on patterns observed on the preferred morphological structures and on the tendency of a significantly smaller average mass of root rigid bodies when compared to the average mass of non-root ones. Capsules are the most adopted shapes by rigid bodies because of its positive influence on virtual creature’s performance. However, it was observed that there were no virtual creatures formed by 100% capsules, meaning that diversity of other shapes is also required [7]. A crucial result is the ranking of parallelepipeds among other shapes because it is the sole shape that has been used the most in previous models and, according to results, it is not the most efficient one. The average angular limit for each axis showed a central tendency between a complete restriction and an absolute freedom of motion. The ability of virtual creatures to reach an average speed of 20.88 km h−1 when compared to mammals within the order Carnivora, exceeds the running speed of Procyon lotor (10.91 km h−1 ) from subfamily Procyonidae, but it falls behind the rest of other mammals within the same order, in which the fastest mammal is the Acinonyx jubatus (from subfamily Felidae) reaching a running speed of 104.95 km h−1 [2]. Comparing the mass of the average virtual creature to that of mammals within the order Carnivora, the average virtual creature has a greater mass than mammals in subfamilies Canidae, Hyaenidae and Procyonidae, but lesser than that of mammals in subfamilies Felidae and Ursidae [2]. Regarding volume of the average virtual creature, it is around 20% of the allowed range, exhibiting a clear tendency for virtual creatures to be smaller than mammals within subfamilies previously mentioned in the order Carnivora [2]. Proprioceptive sensors that measure orientation through quaternions have the advantage that information is already normalized and therefore in the range [0.0, 1.0], so they allow information to be presented to the ANN’s input layer without further transformation. However, a sensor based on euler angles and within an appropriate scale might have similar results. The average speed of the average virtual creature from Miconi and Channon [6] was 1.436 m s−1 , while that from this model (group 0) was 5.82 m s−1 , defining a relation of 1 : 4.052925, meaning that the average virtual creature evolved with this model outperforms that of Miconi and Channon [6] up to four times. Furthermore, when contrasting the mean of this model with the highest value obtained by Miconi and Channon [6], there was a difference statistically significant with a 99% confidence interval that the average speed reached by the average creature of this model fall between 3.10 and 3.78 m s−1 above the average speed reached by the best virtual creature in Miconi and Channon [6].



19



The presence of numerical explosions, term coined by Chaumont et al. [1] and defined as an accumulation of forces over time that makes virtual creatures explode, was small enough to avoid finding ways to detect and reject these instabilities. The lack of numerical explosions suggests that the use of equations for static equilibrium of rigid bodies in setting the maximum moment of force for each effector was an asserted attempt. Finally, the ten seconds that each virtual creature had to demonstrate its performance resulted in a higher selective pressure than the 100 seconds allowed by Miconi and Channon [6], since virtual creatures from this model had lesser time to do so. Ten seconds are better because behavior of the whole swarm may be observed in shorter videos, and it also has a lesser computational cost. Furthermore, Miconi and Channon [6] observed three phases of evolution regarding performance: (a) first, one in which there was no significant improvement; (b) followed by one in which there was a remarkable improvement; and (c) finally, one in which evolution refined virtual creatures resulting in subtle improvements. But the average evolution observed in this model revealed only the phases in which there was a remarkable improvement and later a refinement improvement, leaving out the first phase where no significant improvements occurred.
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